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Abstract 

This document describes the Teleoperated Robot Control System (TORCS) developed to control the 
Self Mobile Space Manipulator (SM)* robot which is being developed in the Vision and Autonomous 
Systems Center. Thii mbot is a semi-autonornous freewalking system being developed for space appli- 
cations. TORCS provides a remote operator with comprehensive. control of the robot on a number of 
merent levels ranging from traditional rcleopeSaron to mplele ly  autonomous walking. The heart of 
the TORCS system is an interactive, real-time X windows based display tool which supports the con- 
mls for the robot and displays information on robot position and staws. TORCS suppwts several well- 
integrated devices for tcleoperation including a joystick, a six dew of fracdom polhemus, and an iso- 
morphic master conmller. The opcratur can also perform teleoperation by specifying robot p i n t  angles 
with the worksration mouse. Autonomous features include the ability to take single OT multiple steps 
independently of opuator inmention and to plan routes from one location to another. At the highest 
Level. the operator need only specify a destination and TORCS will handle be rest. Provisions are 
included for the operator to oversee autnnornous operations and to intermpt any oprration in progress. 
The TORCS display includes a three-dimensional view of the robot during operation 8s well as closeup 
views of the robot griper and readouts of exact robot smtus. 





TORCS: A Teleoperated Robot Control System for 
the Self Mobile Space Manipulator 

The Telmpmted Robot Control System, called "TORCS" for shm, has been developed to operate the Self 
Mobile Space Manipdatm ((SIVI)') which was developed at the Robotics Institute of Camegie Mellon Uni- 
versity. This document has been wrimn for operators who wnml the (SM and consists of two parts: an 
overview of the Teleoperated Robot Control System and a users manual for the screen interface.  par^ One. 
the system overview, describes the archirecture of the robot inlerface and gives an introduction to the win- 
dow-based control propam. ' h e  second pan gives detailed instruction in the usage of the TORCS interface. 

Part One -- System Overview 

1.1 The Self Mobile Space Manipulator (SM)2 

Robots on the planned NASA space station have the potential to assist BSMMU~S during Exma-Vehicular 
Activity (EVA), and to replace asmnauts in performing simple, dangerous, and routine tasks. Appropriate 
tasks include tramport of small panr;, holding tools or lights, and canying cameras or other sensors. To dem- 
onsuate the pertinent technologies, the Space Robotics Laboratory at the Robotics Institute of Camegie Mel- 
Ion University, is developing a robot for locomotion and basic manipulation on the planned space station. 
The robot comprises two flexible links connected by a roIary joins with two degreeof-freedom wrist joints 
and grippers at each end. The grippers mew into threaded holes in the nodes of the space station musswork, 
enabling the robot to walk by alternately shifting its base of suppon from one foot to the other in and end- 
for-end manner. In addition to the robot, we have developed a testbed including a 1/3 scale (1.67-meter mod- 
ules) trusswork and a gravity compsation system IO simulate a zero-gravity environment 

1.2 (SM)' Control Strategy 

The Self Mobile Space ManiPulatar(SM)* has been designed to be a telmbotic system, combining features 
of both human guidance and aumomous operation. Om conml archiwture is hierarchial and provides for 
mnml on a number of different levels, fmm the low-level, which is joint-specific teleoption by an opera- 
tor, to the higher-levels. such as semi-aummous operation. Several human-machine interfaces, such as a 
joystick and a five degree of freedom hand controller, are available to the teleoperator. MRCS has been 
developed IO provide the human operamr the ability m choose the level of wntrol, for a s p i f i c  rask, with 
which he/she feels most comfortable. 

1.3 Structure of TORCS 

As shown in figure 1.1, MRCS consists of four pans: the Screen Interface, the Command Module, the 
Robothtetface (which is connected lo IheReal-Tune Cmmllerforthe (SM)?. and the Robot Simulator. 
TORCS implemenu the entire Usr-inIerfm for the mhot while actual conml of the robot is handled by 
real-time software which is not part of TORCS. Communications with the Real-Time Controller, running 
under the CHIMERA operating system, is accomplished through aUNIX socket-based potocol. The CHI- 
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MERA system is typicaUy run on an IRONICS 68020 baed CF’U board hosted on a Sun 3 machine while 
the TORCS system nms on a color Sparcstation. Because of the socket-based communication. TORCS may 
run on virtually any X11 platform on the same network as the CHIMERA hosL 

13.1 Screen Interface 

The Screen Interface for TORCS is an XI1 based tool which communication between users and the (SM12. 
The opaatm uses this interface. in conjunction with pysticks and other input devices, to effect conno1 of the 
r o b .  Additionally, this interface presents the robot stahls and the position information on several graphical 
displays. A detailed desaiption of this intdace, arsd iui uie, is pesented in the second part of this document. 

13.2 Command Module 

The Command Module provides higher-level control for the robot such as path-planning. supervision of 
multiple-step movements and other functions which me composed of multiple calls to the Real-lime Con- 
auller. As the Command Module sits beween the Screen Interface and the robot, it also interprets user com- 
mands and dispatches them to the Robot Interface or the Robot Simulator. 

1.3.3 Robot Interface 

The Robot Interface section of TQRCS handles communication with the Real-Time Controller. All data 
passed berween the conmller and the Command Module is handled and buffered by this module. However, 
the Robot Interfze module does not communicate directly with the Real-lime Controller. Communication 
is performed through a UNIX daemon (Jakled ‘‘User Inteptiod’in figure 1.1) which allows the 70RCS 

Figure 1.1 Software Architecture for (SM)’ 

(Sun 4) mm 

U 1 
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software to run on a different workstation than the one which hosts the CHIMERA based the Real-Time 
Controller. The UNIX daemon runs on the CHIMERA h a  and communicates with TORCS via UNIX tcp/ 
ip sockets. 

The communication between the Command Module and the Real-Time Controller operates as lollows: 
When the Command Module wants to fetch data fmm the Real-Tie Controller. the User Integration dae- 
mon is called by the Robot Interface module. When the daemon gets a quea from the Robot Interface, it 
collects the requid data from the Global Data Store (the Real-Tie Controller updates the sensory infor- 
mation in the Global Data Store 10 rimes per second) and then wnsnits tk data 10 the Robot Interface. 

When the Command Module has a command for the Real-Tie Controller, it is sen1 to the daemon through 
the Robot Interface. When this command is received, it is written into the Global Data Store and a flag is set 
to rell the Real-Tm connoller a command is waiting. The Real-Tie Comller regularly checks the status 
of this flag and acts on the commands received. 

Figure 12 Hardware Coafiguration for (SM)' 

Ethernet -- Unix Sockets 

-1 
MRCS Inte tion 

Vision System aemon 

Real-Xme Control Real-Xme Control 

13.4 Robot Simulator 

The current version of MRCS does not provide a Robot Simulator module. The Robot Simulator is 
intended to be a separate program which provides kinematic and dynamic simulation of the (SM)' system, 
thus allowing de~elopmenr of the c o m l  software to proceed wiihout the necessity of actually operating the 
mbot system. Communicarions between TORCS and the simulator would be performed in the same manner 
as that with the Real-Tune Controller -- allowing TORCS to operate wibout regard as to whether the robot 
is real or simulated. 

1.4 Structure of the Screen Interface 

The Screen Interface is divided into two parts: the upper half of the window. called the "Command Panel", 
and the lower half of the window, called the "Monitor Panel" (see figure 1.3). On the Command Panel are 
many b u m s  which are used to specify parameters for waking, for simple teleoperation and to compose 
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commands to be sen1 to the Real-Tune Controller or t~ the Robot Simulator. The purpose of the Monitor 
Panel is to display the cunent state of the robot to an opaator. The current state of the robot is updated five 
rimes a second in the Over-View and Fine-View Windows. ?he Over-View Window is also used to specify 
the target state of the robot. 

1.4.1 The Command Panel 

The Command Panel is divided into four pa7.s: the Mode Panel. the System Panel, the Parameter Panel 
and the Action Panel. 

1) The Mode Panel 
The two buttons at the top of the Screen Jnterfaw are used to select whether the system is to communicate 
with the robot cr with a robot simulatnr. 'Ihe default is set to "REAL-TIME CONTROLLER". This means 
that all parameters an operator p i t i e s  are commands to the actual robot hardware. When the operator 
wants to use the Robot Simulator, he/& does the following: 

1. Locate the arrow of the mouse (or the track ball) on the "SIMULATOR" b u m .  
2. Click the left button of the mouse (or the track ball). 

Note: In the current version, the Robot Simulator is not available. 

F'igure 1.3 Screen Interrace of the Teleoperated Robot Control System 

2) The System Panel 
This section of the system panel consists of two b u m s  and one window: the 'QUIT" button, the "HELP" 
bumn and the "MESSAGES" window. These three feahlres am described below. 
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Figure 1.4 Sereen Interface System Panel 
a) The 'QUIT'' Button 
When an operator chooses this button, TORCS 
records the current state of the robot in the ASCII file 
named "SAVEDATA". This state consists of four 
pameters: the srmt number on which the robot is sit- 
ting, the node number in which the base foot of the 
robot is inserted, the mbot's orientation and tbe d e n -  
tation ofthe base foot This file is mad when TORCS 
next~togetthembotstate.Seeseftion2.1.1fora 
detailed description of these parameters. After saving 
sfate. TORCS closes its window and exits. 

Note: If the robot is moved before TORCS is 
restarled, "SAVEDATA" may contain incor- 
rect data 

b) The "HELP' Button 
Tbe"HFLF'" buttnn wil l  allow the operator to get information about various parts of the Screen Inter- 
face. To get information on a particular bumn. first click the "HELP" button and then click on the but- 
ton for which you need help. A short help message will be printed in the "MESSAGES" window. 

e) The "MESSAGES" Window 
AU messages regarding the operation of the robot are. displayed in this window. Look here for error 
messages, warnings or notes telling you what to do next. 

3) The Parameter Panel 

This panel is used u, specify the parameters for all operatiom. ?he robot may be operated using any of three 
control paradigms: Fully-Autonomous Operation, Semi-Autonomous Operation and Teleoperation. The 
derails of each follow. 

a) Fully-Autonomous Operation (Auto Step Motion 
In Auto Step mode, the destination of the m b t  is entered by the operator and the Command Module 
then guides the r o h t  through a step or series of steps to reach that goal. The path to follow is gener- 
ated automatically and movement proceeds without operator internention. 

b) Semi-Autonomous Operation (Phased Motion) 
A mbot step is composed of four phases: foot exfraction, coarse motion, h e  motion and foot inser- 
h. In wased Motion mode, each phase is controlled by the operator. When a phase is selected, the 
Command Module and the Real-Time COntroUm control the robot as necess~~y to complete the opera- 
tion. This operation mode is useful for error recovery, demonstrations. testing and other special-case 
siluations. 

c) Teleoperation 
Four methods of low-level robot mtrol m provided for use by the operator. These mehods all fall 
under the teleopemtion control paradigm. Joint angles may be direclly entered by the m o r ,  a six 
degree of freedoor polhemus may be used for gestural mnhd of the robot, a joystick may be used, or, 
a special five d e p  of freedom hand controUer may be used. In some case, several methods of conml 
may be combined. 
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Figure 1.5 Parameter Panel 

4) The Action Panel 
This Dane1 consists of two control buttons labeled “START” and “STOP”. and one indicator labeled 
woiv. 

a) The “START’ Button 
When the operator has specified a desired action, clicking on the 
“START” button will cause lhat action to commence. The button 
stays illuminated as long as the operation continues. If no action 
has been specified, the ‘START” button does nothing. 

b) The “STOP’ Button 
This button indicaies when an operation is complete.. Clicking the 
button during an operation stops the operation in mid-stride. An 
auxiliary foot switch connected to the Real-Time Controller is 
also available for faster emergency stops. As this foot switch is 
monitored by TORCS, pressing it will also toggle the “STOP” 
buaon. 

c) The ‘‘HOLD’’ Light 
This indicator shows the status of the “HOLD” foot pedal. This 
pedal is used to pause an operation. Pressing this pedal causes the 
mbot to M e  in position. Releasing the pedal allows the robot to 
continue the interrupted operation. The “HOLD” light does not 
function as a button but only displays the status of the pedal. 

Figure 1.6 Action Panel 

1.4.2 Monitor Panel 

The Monitor Panel is divided into tbree parts: the Over-Vi window, the Fine-sew Window and the 
Data Indicator. These three displays are desaibed below and use the following coordinate systems: 

1) Coordinate Definitions 
me several conventional coordinate systems used in the (s@ system are defined as follows: 
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-World ('buss) Coordinates 
World coordinates are relative to the trusswork and are the coordinales used in the 
Over-View Wmdow. 

.Robot Coordinates 
This ooordinate system is relative to the base of the robot. In the initial robot configu- 
ration (each joint angle equal to 0 degrees), the robot coordinates are as shown in fig- 
ure 1.7 (a). 

The l i p  coordinate system is relative to he tipof the robot (figure 1.7) and changes 
accmding to the pose of the robot. With the robot in the initial configuration, this 
coordinate system is equivalent to the Robot Coordinate system. 

This coordinate system is relarive to the face of the ncde into which the tip of the 
robot i s  insened. 

.Tip coordinates 

- Node Coordinates 

Figure 1.7 Coordinate Definitions 

Base Tip 

Yr (a) Initial Configuration Yt 

Xr-Yr-Zr: Robot Coordinates 
Xt-Yt-Zt: Tip Coordmates 
Xu-Yo-Zn: Node Coordinates 

Base 

@) Node Coordinates 
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2) The Over-Mew Window 

This window shows a three dimensional view of the (SMY on the Space Station trusswork. The robot is 
shown in i s  current position as a stick figure on the trusswork (on a color mcmitor the robot is violet and Ihe 
trusswork is yellow). This window is also used by the operalor to indicate destinations for the robot; this is 
covered in detail in section 2.1.1. The Over-Vnew display is updated five times per second. The position 
information comes from the Real-Tme Controller 01 theRobot Simulam as robot (pint) coordinates which 
are kanslated to Cartesian space data in world (truss) coordinates. 

Note: The Real-Tme Controller and the Robot Simulator both store and manipulate positions in robot 
coordinates. The Real-Tune Controller and the Robot Simulator have no way of knowing the 
position of the robot with respect tn the entire trusswork. This is why the “SAVEDATA” file 
must be usedm w i r y  an initial roba position on the truss. 

Fignre 1.S The Over-View Window 

3) The Fine-View Window 
This window gives a close-up view of the target node and the position of the tip of the robot. The view is 
shorn as apair of lwo-dimenslonal ’ representations: one in XY and the other in XZ The robot tip position. 
relative to the node, is derived from vision system data Also shown are the orientations of the tip twist and 
flex pints. The targer position is displayed as crosshairs in both top and side views. If you are using a color 
display, the current position will be in light green and the target position will be violet. 

Note: When the tip appmshes a node (to within 5 inches), the Command Module displays 
that node in the Fine View window. mget position cmshairs are only shown when the 
node is the target node. 
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4) The Data Indicator 
The Over-View Window and the Fineview Window give an operator the approximate rob01 position. The 
precise position is shown in the Data Indicator window. This window shows both the current and the target 
tip positions and the differem W e e n  these positions in Cartesian space. orher information displayed in 
the window includes foot starus for both feet and the status of the moms for grippen. 

Figure 1.9 The Fine-View Window Figure 1.10 The Data Indicator 

I- 
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Part Two -- Using The Screen Interface 
This chapter details the use of the TORCS screen interface. In the current version of TORCS, no robot simu- 
lator has been provided. If"SMULATOR is chosen at the lop of the TORCS window. lhe system remains 
wnnected w the actual mbot. 

2.1 Autonomous Motion 

Before describing the e o n  of the Autonomous Motion features. this section inuoduces the basic con- 
ceprs needed for the operarion of the robot. 

2.1.1 Parameters to describe the state of (SM12 

W e n  both ends of the (sw2 are inserted into nodes, the (SI@ can adopt three different configura~ions as 
shown in figure 2.1. lhese configurations are de6ned by the angles of joints 2.3 and 4. The angles of joints 
1 and 5 do not effect the con6gmtion. Considering these configurations, we made a step catalog (see 
Appendix B). A single step is a movement from one configuration to the same or a different configuration. 
Using only these three dgurat ions,  the (S@ can m c h  any mt of the trusswork and can adopt any ori- 
entation 10 the rmsswok Currently. however, we only allow walking outside of the musswork. Tbe TORCS 
system should thus allow the operator W specify any large1 con6guration and should be able to derive the 
sequence of steps necessary to reach it. The configuration of the (SM)' is described by two parameters: the 
base orientation and the tip orientation (see figure 2.1). Also used w specify robot position are parameters 
which describe what type of step will be taken and the kindof kinematic translation function between the 
world coordinate and the robot coordinate to be used. The details for these parameters are as follows: - Base Orientation: Tbii is the angle behveen the srmt on which the (SM)' is sitting and link 1 (see fig- 

we 2.1). Only two orientations 0 degrees and 45 degrees are allowed currently. . Tip Orientation: The describes the angle belween link 1 and link 6. If the base orientation is 0 degrees, 
two types of orientation, 0 degrees and -45 degrees, are allowed as the tip orientation. If the base orienta- 
don is 45 degms. the tip orientation can only be -45 degrees. 

Strut Number: Each strut on the trusswork has a unique identification number. The s m  number of the 
robot indicam the strut which connects the two nodes to which the robot is attached. - Robot Plane: Thii describes the orientation of the robot with respect to world (truss) coordinates. We 
define a plane made by the current Strut and the (SW2 as the ' k h a t  plane''. The vector perpendicular to 
the strut and intersecting with the knee pint of the robot is used to describe the orientation of the robot 
plane. The various robot planes are defined in figure 2.2. 

Base Node Number: This is the identifying number of the node into which the current base foot of the 
robot is herted. 

nese five parameters compktely describe the state of the (sM)'. 
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Figure 2.1 The Configmation of tbe ( s d  

@) Base: OIdegl 
Ti :  45Ldegl 

(c) Base: 45tdegl 
Tip: 45[degl 

Figum 2.2 Robot Plane Number Dehition 

Z W  zw YW 

(- 

Xw.ZaA.ne Xw-YwPlarn 

(b) Relation between Robot Plane Number 
(a) Robot Plane Vector and Robot Plane Vector 

Figure 23 Numbering of Struts and Nodes 

2.1.2 The Strut Sequence Generator 

When an operator specifies a target state of the robot, a path must be chosen from the current state to the tar- 
get state. Since the trusswork is completely symmetrical, there often exist many paths to a given target. 
TORCS uses a path generator to 6nd and display each of the short paths to the targeL A sbut sequence is a 
list of strut numbers that defines apath for the walking on the trusswork. We call the path generator the 



“Smut Sequence Generator”. While TORCS will allow the operator to specify any path to be taken by the 
robot, warse level movements within a step cannot be spec&ed as all movement phases are controlled by 
the Real-Tm Conmller. 

1) Strut Database 
At start-up, TORCS loads the file “STRUT-DBASE” which mntainr a description of the rmsswork. In this 
6Le. each node is de6ned bv its number. “be struts on the rmsswork are defined by the pairs of nodes which 
rhey connect Appendix C kves more information of the format of this me. 

Yw 

Initial state 
Smt: 6 

Robot Plane: +a31 
I 

I ^^ I I 

Target State 
shut: 2 

Robot plane: +2(3) 
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2) The Path Generation Algorithm 
A path on the trusswork can be described as a tree mcture as shown in figure 2.4. A “depth-first” searching 
technique is used in the Strut Sequence Generator to search the path tree for paths to the target node. The 
searching procedure is as follows: 

Each path down the tree is followed until a state matching the target stare is found. For each such path, the 
number of steps in the path and the time to navel the palh are calculated (different types of steps lake differ- 
ent amounts of time to complete). Tree branches resulting in longer paths than those already found are 
ignored as are paths which result in loops @sing the same strut twice). The generator stops its search when 
all branches have been explored or rejected. 

The Strut Sequence Generam works on any truss dguration. 

2.1.3 “AUTO PATH” Mode and “MANUAL PATH” Mode 

Autonomous Step Motion is pwformed in one of two modes: “AUTO PATH” mode or “MANUAL PATH” 
mode. “AUTO PMH” mode is the default when TORCS is initialized. In “AUTO PATH” mode, TORCS 
automatically selects a path to the target position. In this case, only h e  target configuration needs to be spec- 
ified. Before committing the robot to s t a t  the operation, the chosen path can be viewed by clicking the 
Show Sequence” bunon. In “MANUAL PATH” mode, the opxator may set up to 9 waypoints for the robot 
to pass through. Additionally, the operator may select from a number of auuxnatically generated paths. Fur- 
ther details on this opaation can be found in section 2.1.4. 

2.1.4 Instructions for Setting Robot Parameters 

Five parameteas are needed to describe the state of the (SI&. These are 1) -, 2) 
orienm ‘on, 3) fie stru t number, 4) @e robot D lane and 5 )  @e base node number. These parameters are set 
using the left mouse (or track-ball) b u m  as desEribed below: 

Settine Parameters to Lkscribe the Tareet S tate of the (SW2 in Auto Sten Mode 

1. In the Over-View Window, click on two nodes to specify the target strut. 
The color of the strut you choose will turn light green. 
Around the srmt you specify, several light purple robots will appear. These robots indicate the various 
robot planes possible for that S ~ U L  
At the same time the Insenion Angle Specification Panel will appear in the upper left comer (See figure 
2.5). 

2. Select the knee joint of one of the robots which appear around the strut to specify the target robot 
plane. The 
Insertion Angle Specification Panel will be redrawn to r e k t  the robot plane specified. A default robot 
plane is shown as a light purple robot drawn with solid lines. If you want the default, no action is w e s -  
sary. 

3. Use the Insertion Angle Specihtion Panel to set the target insertion angle of each foot 
The targeted angle is indicated by a small square on the foot. As with the target robot plane, a default 
angle is shown for each foot by solid lines. 

Note: Since the Screen Interface automatically determines which node should be the base 
for each step, the opmtor does not set the base. node number for the target configura- 
tion. 
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Figure 2.5 Setting the Parameters for Auto Step Motion 

2.1.5 Using Auto Step Motion 

The controls for Auto Step Motion are found on the left hand side of the Parameter Panel. Inshuctions for 
using the two Auto Step modes are given below. 

1) “AUTO PATH” Mode 

1. Select the “AUTO PATH” button. 
When TORCS is started. the “‘AUTO PATH” buaon on the Parameter Panel is selected as the default If 
both feet of the robot are not inserted, an mor message will appear in the “MESSAGES” Window. 

2. Set the parameters to describe the target state of the robot (as described in section 2.1.4). 
Once the operator has set a m e t  shut, the “START’ button on the Action Panel is enabled. 

3. To review the path from the current state to the target state, click the %bow Sequence” button. 
The planned path will be shown in the Over-View Wmdow. If you have made an error in setting the target 
state, a message will appear in the “MESSAGES” Window. In this case you need to carefully reset the 
parameters. 

4. If you are ready, click the “START” button on the Action Panel to make the (SM)’ walk. 
The “HOLD light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
”HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START’ button.) 

5. Step on the “HOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 

6. If you want to stop the robot or wben the walk is completed, release the “HOLD” foot switch first 
and then cliik the “STOP’ button w the Action PaneL 

The two foot switches, “STOP” and “HOLD“, are used in every operation. The “HOLD switch must 
always be down to allow the robot to continue with the cutrent OpeFation. Pressing the “STOP” switch at any 
rime acts to cancel the current operation. 
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2) MANUAL PATH Mode 

1, Select the “MANUAL PATH” button. 
Selecting the “MANUAL PMIT b u m  enables several additional controls in the Auto Step Motion por- 
tion of the display (See figure 2.6). 

Figure 2.6 MANUAL PATH Mode 

2. Set the parameters for each waypoint. 
?he window located on the left side of the letws ‘Waypoint” shows the maximum number of waypints. 
The one on the right side shows the number of the waypoint for which you ax currently setting parame- 
ters. Yw can increase/derrease this number by clicking the up or down arrow mark beside this window. 
Each waypoint is specified in the same way as target nodes speci6ed while in “AUTO PATH mode. 

3. Find possible paths. 
When you finish specifying the parameters lo describe the state of the robot for each waypoint. click the 
“Find Path” bunon. Thii b u m  runs the Strut Sequence Generator. A few seconds later, the number IO 

the left of “Sequence” indicates the number of paths found. 

4. To view sequences, click the “Show Sequence” button. 
The number to the right of “Sequence” indicates the path being displayed. Pick a palh to follow by click- 
ing the upand down m w s t a  get loa pth you like. 

5. If you are ready, dick the “START” button om the Action Panel to make the (SM)’ walk. 
The “HOLD” light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “STAFT bunon.) 

6. Step on tbe “HOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 

7. If you want to stop the roht  or when the walk is completed, release the ‘WOLD” foot switch first 
and then c l ik  the “STOP’ butbm on the Action Panel. 
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2.2 Phased Autonomous Motion 

Each step of the robot is comprised of four phases which. in Phased Autonomous Motion mode, can be per- 
formed indepndenuy. This gives b e  operator a method of control lying between autonomous operation and 
teleoperation. This capability can be useful under special circumstances or during emergencies. 

2.2.1 Foot Extraction 

This operation allows the operator to simply demh one of the feet of the robot from the connected node. 
w o n  is as follows: 

1. Click the “EXTRACT” button on the Pnrameter Panel. 
A square mark will appear on one of the robot feet in the Over-View Window indicating the foot to be 
extracted. 
If this o p t i o n  is attempted while both feet are not inserted, an e m  message will appear in the “MES- 
SAGES” window. 

2. Change the active foot, ifnecessary. 
If you wanted to extract the other foot, simply dick on it. The square indicator will move to this new foot. 

3. When ready, click the “START’ button on the Action Panel to start the extraction. 
The “HOLD light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD foot switch before clicking the “START” button,) 

4. Step on the ‘WOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 

5. If yon want to stop the robot or when the extraction is complete, release the “HOLD” foot switch 
6rst and then click the “STOP” button on the Action Panel 

2.2.2 Coarse Motion 

This operation allows the operator to move one of the robot’s feet to the vicinity of a neighboring node. The 
foot must 6rst be extracted if it hasn’t aJready. 

1. Click the “COARSE” button on the Parameter Panel 
Dashed circles will appear around reachable adjacent nodes with a default destination node marked by a 
solid circle. A robot will also appear, showing the default target tip orientation. 

2. Choose the destination node, if necessary. 
Clicking on a marked node will make it the destination node and rrdraw the display. 

3. Set the tip orientation, if necessary. 
Use the lip orientation Pam4 to choose a different target tip orientation. 

4. When ready, click the “START” button on the Action Panel to start  the movement. 
The ‘‘HOLD” light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START” buuon.) 

5. Step on the “HOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 

6. If you want to stop the mbot or when the movement is complete, release the “HOLD” foot switch 
6rsI and then dick the “STOP” button on the Action Panel 
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2.2.3 Fine Motion 

Fine motion is the part of a step which Lines the foot up for insertion. Fme motion is only used when the foot 
is in close proximity to the target node. 

1. Click the ‘‘FINE” button on the Parameter PaneL 
When you click the “FINE“ buaon, a circle mark will appear around the adjacent node in the Over-View 
Window. The (SM)* will approach this node using the vision system. 
Ifboch ends are already inserted, an e m  message will appear in the “MESSAGES” window. 

2. When ready, click the “SIXRT” button 00 the Action Panel to start tbe movement. 
The “HOLD” light should be on. indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START buuon.) 

3. Step on the “H0LD”foot switch to enable the mbot 

4. If you want to stop the robot or wben tbe movement is complete, release the ‘WOLD” foot switch 
6rst and then click the USTOP’ button on the Action PaneL 

2.2.4 Foot Insertion 

When a foot is close enough to a node to be inserted. the foot insenion phase can be used to perform an 
insertion. 

1. Click the “INSERT” button on the Parameter Panel. 
When you click the “INSERT button, a circle mark will appear around the adjacent node in the Over- 
View Window, The tip will be inserted into this node. 
If both ends are already inserted, an em* message will appear in the “MESSAGES” window. 

2. When ready, click tbe “START” button w the Action Panel to start the insertion. 
The “HOLD” light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the ‘START” bum.)  

3. Step on the “HOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 

4. If you want to stop the robot or wben the insertion is complete, release the “HOLD” foot switch first 
and then click the “STOP’ button on the Action Panel. 

2.3 Teleoperation 

Currently, TORCS suppork four Werent methods of IeleOperation: Angle Specification. Gestural Control, 
Joystick Conaol. and the Hand Conaollet. The selection of these devices are done through the Screen Inter- 
face. Some of devices have advanced options. This section contains insf~~ctions for using each of these 
devices. 

2.3.1 Angle Specification 

This feature allows an operator to directly manipulate the joint angles of the mbot using the mouse. Angles 
are s p d k d  relarive to the current pint  angles and are, thus, just angle changes. This feature is used as fol- 
lows: 
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1. Click the “Specify Angle” button on the Parameter 
Panel. 

2. Specify the angle change for each joint. 
You can specify the angle change for each joint by 
clicking the mouse (or the track ball) bunon on the up 
or dom m w  marks. The numbers on the panel indi- 
cate & g m s  of change. Each click of the mouse yields 
a change of 1/2 degree. 

3. When ready, click the “START’’ button. 
Don’t step on the WOLD foot switch before clicking 
the “START’ bunon. ?he “HOLD” indicator will m w  
light to show that the robot is ready. 

4. Step on the “HOLD” foot switch. 

5. When finished, release the ‘‘HOLD’’ foot switch 
first and then click the “STOP” button on the 
Action Panel. 

Figure 2.7 “Specify Angle” for Teleoperstion 

2.3.2 Gestural Control 

A hand-held six degree of M o m  Polhemus can be used for Gesnual Control. Five degrees of freedom are 
used lo control the tip of the robot in Cartesian space. TORCS can sel several options to the gestural control 
system including the scale of movement, and the active degrees of freedom. When a degree of freedom is 
deactivated, it is taken over by the Real-Time Controller. 

Figure 28 “Gestural” lor Teleoneralion ~ 

1. Click the “Gestural” button on the Parameter 
Ym CUI ehnnp lhr 

mark& 

... 

Panel. 

2. Specify the scale. 
he default scale is one to one but this can be changed 
by clicking either the up 01 the down arrow mark. 

3. Select masked Demees o l  Freedom. 

T l w r m  m k  WII 
h.lthlpDOSWlbt 
nukrd 

Click the appmp&te. boxes to select any de@= of 
freedom which you would like 10 be conhulled by the 
real-time Controller. Selected boxes will be marked 
with an X. 

2. When ready, click the “START” button on the 
Action Panel to start the insertion. 
The “HOLD” light should be on, indicating that the 
robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START” 
burn.) 

3. Step on the “HOLD” foot srvitch to enable the robot. 

4. If you want to stop the robot or when the insertion is complete, release the “HOLD” loot switch first 
and then cliik the ‘‘STOP’’ button on the Action Panel. 
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2.3.3 The Joystick 

~n cperator can also select the joystick as a device far teleoperation. This device has no w i d  options and 
is used as follows: 

1. Click the “Joystick” button on the Parameter PaneL 

2. When ready, click the “START” button 011 the Action Panel to start the movement. 
The “HOLD“ light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START” button.) 

3. Step on the “HOLD” foot switch to enable the robot. 
Use the joystick to control the movement of the robot. 

4. If you want to stop the robot or when the movement is complete. release the “HOLD” foot switch 
6rst and then dick the “STOP”’ button on the Action Panel. 

2.3.4 The Hand Controller 

The Hand Controller is just like a miniahue robot of the (SI@. It has the same conQuradon and number of 
degrees of M o m  as the real robot Currently, there are no special options f a  this device which is used as 
follows: 

1. Click the “Hand Controller” button on the Parameter Panel. 

2. When ready, click the “START” button on the Action Panel to start the movement. 
The “HOLD light should be on, indicating that the robot is ready but holding. (Never step on the 
“HOLD” foot switch before clicking the “START” button.) 

3. Step on tbe UHOLD”foot snitch to enable the robot 
Use the hand controller to control the movement of the robot. 

4. If you want to stop the robot or when the movement is complete, release the “HOLD” root switch 
first and then dick the “STOF‘” button on the Action Panel. 

2.4 Rescue Procedures 

TORCS is designed to be as robust as possible in the face of a variety of malfunctions or other unexpected 
events. In case of problems. it should be fairly easy for the operator to rescue the robot and to continue nor- 
mal Operation. Described below are several problem conditions witb approPriate recovery methods. 

Rescue Procedure (case: The initial owration mode is Autonomous Steooine) 

&aiionl: Dunna wdkine. the ISMf f ails to imeH s e  

rescuel:Rekase the “HOLD” foot switch. 
When you release the “HOLD” foot switch, the “HOLD” light will tum on. (The servo for each 
motor will continue to operate, holding the tip in the c m n t  position.) 

rescue2 Click one of device buttons for the Teleoperation. 
Choose one of the four devices which you will use to rescue the robot 
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m u e j :  Click the “START” button on tbe Action Panel, if you are ready. 

m u e 4  Step on the ‘WOLD” foot switch. 
This activates the chosen device. 

rescue5 Complete the insertion via the teleopention device. 

&ationZ: The /SM$ still cannot inren the  ti^ into that node. beeour e ofa defect in the node. 

-el: Release the WOLD” foot switch. 

rescue2 If the previous Rescue M e d u r e  is st i l l  going on, click the “STOP” button on the Action 
Panel. 

rescue3 Click the “COARSE” button and set the parameters for the Coarse Motion. 
Select a new target ncnie to detour around the defective node. 

m u e 4 :  Click the “START” button on the Action Panel. 

rescue3 Step on the “HOLD” foot switch, the Coarse Motion will be started. 

rescue6 Release the “HOLD” foot switch when the tip is close to the new target node. 

rescue7 Click the “STOP” button on the Action Panel. 

mue l ) :  Complete the insertion by using the Fine Motion and Lnsertion phases. 
Afler he insertion is completed. Autonomous Motion may be used u) mntinue the original walk. 

&tiod: Alter makin,? a detour. YOU want the /SM? IO return IO the o rininol oath. 

rescuel: Click the “START” button on the Action Panel again. 
If the robot is on a waypoint of the original path, it will continue on the original path. Otherwise, an 
error message will be displayed and the opewtor must specify a new target 

rescue?: II the (SMY will continue the original path, step on the “HOLD” foot switch. 

rescue3 When the walk is complete, release the “HOLD” foot switch first and then click the *%TOP’ 
button on the Action Panel. 

&ation4: After 

m u e l :  Click the “STOP” button on the Action Panel again. 

r. wu wan! to cancel the orizinal owration. 

The operation is terminated. 



Appendix A 

Control Station for (sw2 
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Appendix B 

Step  Catalog 

(4) 180 tdcgl Step in the Plane 
fmm 45 [&gl l i p  Hole 
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Appendix C 

Structure of Strut Data Base 

*2. These numbers are the node numbers and negative values mean that only foot A can be insetted into 

'3. These numbers are the Suut Numbers. 

*4. These numbers correspond to the direction with respect LO the world (euss) coordinate as follows: 

these nodes (becau~e m t ~ y  the (sM)* m o t  insen both ends in14 the same node). 

1: X direction, 2 Y direction, 3: 2 direction 



Appendix D 

Setting Up the Teleoperated Robot Control System 

This appendix covets the setup of the TORCS system. The tutorid assumes that the operator has standard 
knowledge of the UNIX operating system and the X window environment. 'I).pically, the (SI@' w three. 
Sun workstations (See Fig. 1.1 Hardware Configuration.): 

a) one Sun 3 worktationrunning Sun OS 4.1.1 supporting: 
at least one MC68MD Real-Time Processing Unit (RTFVl 
A to D. D to A end other communications boards 

b) one Sun 4 used far the Screen Interface 
c) one Sun 4 used far rhc V i o n  System supporting: 

one to three Mamx frame buffer boards 

In order to use the TORCS, you must ensure that the Sun 3 workstation you are using has proper hardware, 
and that the CHIMERA II software is installed. (See CHIMERAIIRed-7 i i  Programing Environment 10 set 
up CHIMERAII environment) The TORCS user interface mns only under the X11 window system. 

A) Setting Up Your Environment Variables 
Before nmning any of the software. it is good idea to set up the following environment variables. It is sug- 
gested that the appropriate Setenv commands be pked in your .login file. 

SM2-DIR: This variable should be set the base directory of the (SM)* soforare. Normally it 
should bc /usr/smZ. Check with your local syslem adrniitratcg for the propa path OD 

your system. 

PATH Include the path E(SM2-DIR)ibin in your path variable. 

B) Executable Files for TORCS 
The following are the executable files that comprise the TORCS system. These. m located in $(SW-DIR)/ 
bin. The order of execution of the various programs is not crilical. - Flex: 'Ihi is the executable file for the Real-lime Controller. 

* glbdaemon This is the executable 6le for the User Integration daemon. 

* SmViSiOn: 'Ibis is the executable 6le for the real-time vision system. 
sm2: is the executable file for the Screen Interface. 

NMe: The executable file for Ihe Robot Simulator is not included Listed here. 

C) Startup Procedure 
1. Run tbe vision system program, first. 

Type the following command in one window which is connected to the Sun 4 workstation far the vision 
system. 

% smvisiin 

The following message will appear 
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*** Opening ~~merlea/sm2/aux-fifiles/sm29aramble.at to read User ParameCerS 
Are ycu ready to digitize? [yes] 

When ready. bit h e  RETURN key. 

2. Enter the CHIMERA II Environment. 
To execute h e  Teleoperrued Robot Conml System program, it is nefessary to am the CHIMERA I1 
environment. In one of the Sun 3 w ~ ~ t i o n  windows (you can also enter the X window system envimn- 
menton a Sun 3 worlstation. But if you can remote login to the Sun 3 from the X window environment 
on a Sun 4, it is good idea you ope~ate fmm one display) type the following command. 

46 C h i  

For the &tailed information on CHIMERA 11. see the manual CHIMERA I1 Red-lime Programing 
Environment Version 1.02. 

3. Execute the Real-Time Control program. 
Under CHIMERA II environment, execute the Real-Tie Conmller. 

CHIMrpwrrune> ex Flex 

The following menu will appear in the window. 

Operation888888888888888 

1: Set task parameters & Trajectories 
2 Set conml parameters 
3 Calibrate sensors 
4 Run Robot 
5: Senddata 

7 Demon- Walking 
8: Demonsme Walking with UI 
0 End (0 to 8) [31 

4. C b m  8 to start the ReaETime Controller. 

5. Execute the “daemon” process which handle User Integration. 

6: option.. 

In a n o h  window which is connected with the Sun 3 workstation. type the following command. 

% glbdaemon 

6. Execute the Screen Interface. 
T y p  the following command in one window which is connected to h e  Sun 4 window for the Screen 
Interface. 

% sm2 

You are ready to use the Teleopera~ed Robot Control Syslem. 
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Appendix E 

Source Code 

A) Code for the Real-Time Controller 
Source d e  for Ihe TeleoperarCa Robot Conml System can be found in S(SM2-DIRYrtdsrc. All needed 
header files are in $(SM2-DIR)/rtc/iuclude. 
Some sou~ce and header files which are used for communication are in $(SMZ-DIR)/gcWbmt and 
S(SM2-DIRYgdslinclude. 

B) Code for the “daemon” Data Server 
Souroe code is in $(SM2_DIR)/gdsldaemoo and header file8 are in $(SM2_DlR)/gds/hclude. 

C) Code for the Vision System 
S o w  ccde is  in $(SM2 - DIR)/visiodsre and header files are in $(SM2_DIR)/virioa/ilude. 

D) Code for the Screen Interface 
S o w  code is in S(SM2-DIR)lsUsrc and header files are in $(ShtZ-DIR)lsUinclude. Some header files 
which are needed for communicarion are in $(SMZ_DIRYgds/hdude. 
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